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adidas Originals Superstar 80s "Snake" October new exposure 2013-12-08 23:38:29
Earlier this year, the relationship between the traditional Chinese Year of the Snake, the sports brand adidas Originals footwear who
brought us through a variety of serpentine theme. Came to the autumn and winter season, adidas Originals persistent efforts,
serpentine idea again injected into the top of the classic adidas Originals Superstar 80s. The black and yellow color in addition to the
use of two new imitation snake pattern of material to create a shoe body, but also to do with a yellow head and shell processing
outsole, full flavor trend. It is reported that two adidas Originals Superstar 80s "Snake" color will be added to the next month.
Air Jordan 3 Retro "Legends of The Summer" physical exposure 2013-12-08 23:32:24
On 
Last week, the network broke a full red color of the Air Jordan 3, rumors this shoe is about commercial in October this year. This time,
the singer ; Justin Timberlake will be in the form of a treasure hunt, this will be the first Air Jordan 3 ; "Legends of The Summer"
presented to the lucky fans, from the latest picture we can see that, although full red shoes set fixed, but the shoe body with a suede,
patent leather and combinations of wild animal material makes the shoe is still full of texture. 

as we earlier reported the launch of Under Armour to Curry Curry One "MVP" of the spy photos, so many "Moe God," the fans
excited, shoes overall gradient in black and white rendering, gold modified midsole and vamp "UA" Logo, simple low-key as Curry's
character, but highly practical, but also demonstrates his style on the pitch. It is reported that the shoes will be officially for sale on
June 13, interested friends will be sure not to miss it.

Earlier as we release a pair of Jordan Brand to build a new field of high-end casual shoes shoes Jordan Instigator, recently re-
released the latest network color of the shoes, overwhelmed by the designers to create an elegant blue-based colors , shoes are a
transition type material presented, patent leather, leather and suede combined constitute the crack, followed by a three-dimensional
pyramid impose modifications decoration. There are currently no specific commercial information of the shoes, a friend might like it
continue to focus our follow-up report.

Nike WMNS Blazer Mid Decon CVS launched next month 2013-12-08 23:02:14 With the Nike Blazer Mid Deconstructs return, this
time Nike has released two new Nike WMNS Blazer Mid Decon CVS woman canvas shoes, black and white spots into the light blue
upper element, expected to be launched in late March, like a friend to wait at sale time now.
Burn Rubber jointly launched with Reebok Reebok Classic Leather "Spirit of Detroit" 2013-12-08 23:02:16 Burn Rubber jointly with
Reebok to re-introduce Reebok Classic Leather ; "Spirit of Detroit" This shoe color to the city of Detroit statue as a basis , back heel
as well as & quot; God & quot; and & quot; Family & quot; words, this shoe reflects the spirit of the city of Detroit, it will be in this year
on March 2 at noon US release.

adidas Pure Boost Ram Kit exposed 2015-02-10 18:41:12
Another week would usher in the Chinese Lunar New Year, adidas also launched a timely adidas Pure Boost Ram packages, this
package includes a total of two pairs of adidas Pure Boost, respectively, one pair of red shoes in color and one pair of black shoes
in color, while the toe has goats ID to commemorate the upcoming Year of the Goat. Currently available information not related to this
suit, and interested friends please continue to focus our follow-up reports. 
; 



Recently one pair of Nike Kobe Mentality new color is put on the network, the upper whole red building, golden outline luxurious
atmosphere, while the black lines across the vamp, vamp it richer color, and finally black outsole presents, I believe will be welcomed
by many sneaker, and Brush Street and combat are decent properties will greatly satisfy the needs of different friends. It is reported
that the shoes will soon full landing shelves, and interested friends may wish to look it.

Air Jordan 28 Ray Allen on foot Finals Away PE 2013-12-08 23:24:13
Jordan Brand prepared a four-week double-finals PE version of the Air Jordan 28 Ray Allen as its spokesperson, in the opener, and
Ray Allen also put the home version. In today's open training, Ray Allen and advance for us personally demonstrated the road version
of the Air Jordan 28 finals PE. I do not know tomorrow's finals the second World War, Ray Allen could continue the wonderful
performance of it first?
< br / > ; Nike recently for air flight huarache series of shoes additions to the new color, the shoe body is constituted using restrained
luxury Black Crocodile embossed leather. The coarse ore texture clearly visible, then mix also tone and the mesh surface and laces,
even the soles also choose the pace of reunification of the, whole body powder issued with the different style of Diablo. At present,
the shoe has landed Titolo online sale, the price is $170, like a friend may wish to consider starting. (Editor: YOYO)

< p > to celebrate M996 available 25 anniversary, new balance to join paragraph 4 special edition of four famous fashion has
launched a united by section of the shoe will be on the 10th of this month officially on sale, in order to make a public NB fan on the
debut of which a new balance & times; Beauty & amp; its MRL996 have more understanding, Beauty & amp; its buyers Aotani Mr.
especially in for sale on the eve of the accepted the visit of Japanese famous network magazine HOUYHNHNM. 

< p > during the interview, participate in the five new balance x Beauty & amp; Youth United by project Aotani Mr. said that in fact the
commemorative originally intended to black, but because of rumors of beams is the meaning, so they decided to challenge the new
color, give up blue, black, gray and the commonly used color, and produced by nubuck leather elaboration of beige and Dark Beige
two color version, except that the receipt of sample after conscious enough brisk. Therefore, the final version of the use of color
increased, change the collocation of golden brown with suede. Partial orange appearance on the M996's classic profile and details,
both to retain the original flavor, and optimize the wearing experience, but also the most eye-catching of the 4 pairs of double works.
New balance & times; Beauty & amp; youth MRL996 price is $17640 yen (about $1371 Hong Kong dollars), a congregation of Nb
you interested me to start? 

; 

; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] on the 27th Nike announced fourth quarter ended May 31 of the performance report,
due to a substantial increase in sales in the North American market, and Nike raised product prices, earnings exceed analysts'
expectations. 

; ; ; integrated media reported June 27, the world's largest sporting goods manufacturer Nike (NikeInc.) reported fourth-quarter
earnings report shows the company's sales in North America rise, the overall performance over analysts' expectations. 

; ; ; Nike issued a statement saying that as of the fourth quarter on May 31, the Nike company earnings increased 14 percent to $ 594
million, or US $ 1.24, last year compared to $ 522 million, or $ 1.06 per share. Analysts expect Nike quarter earnings $ 1.17 per
share. 

; ; ; the face of rising cotton prices, labor and transportation costs, Nike CEO Parker (MarkParker) raised the price of some products,
and announced in 2012 to further raise the price plan. In the quarter ended May 31, the Nike's gross margin narrowed 3.1 percentage
points. 

; ; ; 3 months, Nike is expected to make it expects fourth-quarter gross margin will shrink at least 3 percentage points. 

; ; ; in the fourth quarter, Nike's total revenue increased 14% to $ 5.77 billion, on average, analysts expected $ 5.54 billion. North
America is the largest market for Nike, Nike's fourth-quarter sales in North America rose 22 percent to $ 2.1 billion. 

; ; ; the New York Stock Exchange after the close, Nike shares rose $ 3.11, or 3.8 percent, to $ 84.73 per share. As of the previous
trading day's close, Nike shares fell 5 percent this year. Which, in March, due to increased production costs, gross margin declined,
Nike quarterly net income since the first 19 less than analysts expected, Nike shares would decline in two years maximum.
; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Scroll News] According to the Vietnam News daily reported on July 28, shoes and bags production line
from China to Vietnam is increasingly evident. According to Vietnam's leather shoes and bags Association statistics, the proportion
of the current transfer 25% higher than last year. 
; 

Statistics show that only in the first half of 2014, Nike, Adidas, Puma and other fashion businesses have to go to Vietnam factory
production in China and Bangladesh large number of orders. In addition, one of the world's largest distributors Target Sourcing
Services Group and Dansu group visits to Vietnam and also intends to expand investment in Vietnam. 



In addition, many previously only orders in China in producing high luggage company Lancaster, Sequoia Paris, also intends to invest
in Vietnam. Their reason is to reduce the potential risks from China, China is still regarded as the world's largest factory. 
According to the Association, said Vietnamese leather shoes and bags, Timberland and Puma shoes two businesses also intends
to expand production in Vietnam, in order to meet China's growing market demand for goods orders. In China, labor wage costs and
related environmental costs are increasing, which is seen as prompted many large businesses will evacuate the production line here,
one of the reasons. Destination of these businesses are all countries in Southeast Asia, including Vietnam. 
Currently Vietnam is one of the world's largest leather shoes exports five countries. The total US, EU and Japan imported leather
shoes from Vietnam is very impressive, second only to imports of leather shoes from China. 2014 6 months, the Vietnamese shoe
exports remained high growth rate of 17.8 percent; bags export growth and increase of 40.7% compared to last year. (Chinese
shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe News Media Partners: shoe ; clothing and shoes information.) ;
; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Scroll News] According to the Vietnam News daily reported on July 28, shoes and bags production line
from China to Vietnam is increasingly evident. According to Vietnam's leather shoes and bags Association statistics, the proportion
of the current transfer 25% higher than last year. 
; 

Statistics show that only in the first half of 2014, Nike, Adidas, Puma and other fashion businesses have to go to Vietnam factory
production in China and Bangladesh large number of orders. In addition, one of the world's largest distributors Target Sourcing
Services Group and Dansu group visits to Vietnam and also intends to expand investment in Vietnam. 

In addition, many previously only orders in China in producing high luggage company Lancaster, Sequoia Paris, also intends to invest
in Vietnam. Their reason is to reduce the potential risks from China, China is still regarded as the world's largest factory. 
According to the Association, said Vietnamese leather shoes and bags, Timberland and Puma shoes two businesses also intends
to expand production in Vietnam, in order to meet China's growing market demand for goods orders. In China, labor wage costs and
related environmental costs are increasing, which is seen as prompted many large businesses will evacuate the production line here,
one of the reasons. Destination of these businesses are all countries in Southeast Asia, including Vietnam. 
Currently Vietnam is one of the world's largest leather shoes exports five countries. The total US, EU and Japan imported leather
shoes from Vietnam is very impressive, second only to imports of leather shoes from China. 2014 6 months, the Vietnamese shoe
exports remained high growth rate of 17.8 percent; bags export growth and increase of 40.7% compared to last year. (Chinese
shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe News Media Partners: shoe ; clothing and shoes information.) ;
; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Scroll News] "breaking yards Deals", a thousand dollars of Nike sneakers Jinmai 299 yuan. Recently,
the Trade and Industry Bureau of Xi'an Beilin Branch South Street, Trade and Industry seized more than 1,000 pairs of suspected
counterfeit Nike shoes. 
April 25, South Street, Trade and Industry received a Nike commissioned professional fake people report, said the liberation of the
south of Kaiyuan Mall market there is a no name on the 6th of shops selling counterfeit Nike sneakers, he had been in there buy
shoes, basic can be identified as counterfeit products. After receiving the report, law enforcement officers immediately to the store to
investigate, law enforcement officers on the scene, the store no name, only a block and cover their heads in the door big advertising
cloth, Nike logo below written "brand discount stores "the words on the billboard next to the words" breaking yards sale, the audience
2-6 fold. " Into the store, you can see the store is closed the game room occupied a corner, put a rack with more than 20 square
meters of small shops on the seventy-eight counter filled with sports shoes, a sign above the display is the "Nike" brand. 
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